THE OPPORTUNITY
In the heart of Downtown Toronto, Viv at the Cosmopolitan
was scheduled to go through a major renovation. When
Infinite was approached to discuss the possibilities of
implementing a system that would cater to the needs of
the type of experience the ownership was trying to create,
our team came up with brilliant ideas that were later
implemented.

VIV is a unique and chic contemporary supper club
and bar lounge where the lux surroundings, vivacious
cocktails, approachable international ingredients and
flavorful cuisine that truly delight the senses.

ViV
at the Cosmopolitan

IMPLEMENTATION
Audio
JBL Pendant Speakers and Subwoofer
Powered by Crown Amplifiers
DJ Input
4 Audio Zones with independent level control
Aside from the state-of-the-art sound system,
the most challenging aspect of the project was
definitely lighting. The lighting experience at
the Viv is simply mesmerizing. With RGB lighting
controls for uniquely designed “Tree Toppers”
which stand above tables for a very compelling
dining experience, Infinite was able to deliver

Video
50” LG LED TVs
HDMI over IP Distribution

Networking
Ubiquiti Network System
Guest Wifi Access

automated control for each and every light fixture.
Jody, the owner of Viv and Wildfire Steakhouse
asked for a very lucrative security system, capable
of holding footage for up to three months without
degrading quality on the recorded 4k stream.
Infinite was able to procure a top of the line
Hikvision system with Black Turret cameras that
blend right into the walls at the venue.
Infinite implemented Audio, Video, Network,
Automation, Lighting and Security.

Company Name: ViV at the Cosmopolitan
Location: Toronto, Ontario

Automation
Control4 Automation
Control4 Audio Matrix
Control4 Light Dimmers
Control4 RGB Controller

Lighting
Full RGB controllable Lighting
Perimeter LED wall lighting

Lighting
Hikvision 32 Channel 4K IP System
Types of Business: Hospitality, Restaurant
Infinite Services:

Audio, Video, Lighting, Security, Network,

		Automation			

